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Novelty Mall Events Scheduled
During Winter Carnival Weekend
Something new will be added during Winter Carnival weekend
this year when the Mall will become the scene of novelty events
on Saturday morning.
Snowshoe relay races, a snowball women's downhill; 1:45 to 2:30,
accuracy throw, a toboggan pull and men's downhill, 2:30 to 2:45, woma president's tug-of-war (which will en's slalom; 2:45 to 3:15, men's slainclude President Elliott and the lorn; and 3:15, jumping.
Bus service will be provided to the
presidents of organizations) are some
of the events which will be taking slope starting at 1 p.m. in front of
place from 10 a.m, to noon. Along the Union and approximately every 20
with faculty members and their chit- minates thereafter.
dren, students, and members of the intercollegiate Skiing
1 he intercollegiate ski meet which
administration, Steve Gould has
promised to participate and will act ...ill include teams from Yale, Colby,
1;oadoin.
University of New Brunsas the judge of the Tug-of-War.
Betty Colley, chairman of the 'ick and Maine. will start Friday
ifTernoon
with
jumping events at 3:15.
Sinter Carnival Com tttittee, said
sniurday morning the cross country
"Events such as these have keen
will be held and in the afterfound to play an important part
Art. the Giant Slalom will take
in Winter Carnival weekends at
;.],t..e at Bald Mountain from I to 3
other colleges.
Pin•
Intramural and intercollegiate ,ki
For those who do not wish to walk
events will take place on the slope around to see the snow sculptures on
across the river and at Bald Nloun- Saturday morning, hay rides will leave
tam. The intramural men's and worn- frorn the Union and tour the campus
en's ski events will take place Friday starting at 9.
afternoon across the river. Schedule
To round out the weekend, Al
for the even!N still be: 1:30 to 1:45. Corey will play at the Intramural
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Student Tells Experiences
During Cuban Revolution
II:* Glenn Pliiiippon

Ball on Friday night from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Winter Carnival king
and queen will be crowned at this
time. Students running for Winter Carnisal royalty arc Valerie
Beck, Carol Ivy, Nancy Kennedy
and Pat Smith; Bill Lawlor.
Manch Wheeler, Don liarnum
and Don Streeter.
Saturday afternoon Dizzy Gillespie
will hold forth for two hours in the
Memorial Gymnasium. The famed
jazz artist will present a lively concert starting at 1:30. An indoor track
meet will follow at 3:30.
The Maine-Rhode Island game will
be played at 8:15 in the gymnasium
and will be followed by homeparties
and a ski tog dance. The Sunday
afternoon variety show in the Men's
Commons will feature Bowdoin's
Nfeddiebempsters and skits by fraternities.

The annual Brotherhood Banquet will be held on February 17
st Stodder Hall. The principal
speaker will be the Reverend C.
Kilmer Myers.
Reverend Myers is Vicar of the

went to the University of Havana for twelve days but our Lower East Side Mission of Trinity
Parish. New York City. lie has been
freshman reception was gunfire."
a fellow at Berkeley Divinity School,
Juan Nicholas, University sophoJuan pointed out that the Com- Rector of St. Marks Church, Buffalo,
"I

Don Sturgeon (41) in a last minute effort tallies the two points that
brought Maine within one point of victory. Ile was fouled on the
play and his two shots from the free throw line enabled Maine to
edge Connecticut 75 to 74. The game reflected a great team effort
by which the Bears were able to defeat the Huskies for the first
time in 15 years.

Dr. Billias Publishes Story
About General John Glover
By Mary Irving
General John Glover, a relatively unknow n Revolutionary War
figure, is the subject of a book by Dr. George Billias, Associate Professor of History at the University. General George Glover and His
Marblehead Mariners concerns one of Washington's most reliable
generals who ferried him across the Delaware on December 25,
1776.
Included in the book are a number
of historical inaccuracies in Emanuel
Leutze's painting of Washington crossing the Delaware.
"Ihe biggest honer of all is th;:t the
flag shown in the picture was not
officially adopted by Congress until
E, months after the crossing." itillia,
said. He further claims that Washngton had too much sense to stand
with one foot on the gunwale while
rossing an icy river on a dark night_
"Actually the painter used the
wrong kind of boat." Billias added:
"The Durham boats were used at that
time rather than a ship's longboat
which Lentz.: used. Secondly there
were too many men in the boat —that
type of boat would swamp with such
a large crew."
He further says that the uniforms
were incorrect. All these blunder,are
noted in lianas' book along with much
historical background to the crossing.
The book is not Billias' first publication as he has written widely for both
scholarly and popular magazines. He
has written more than a dozen articles

for various journals, and did a monograph for the University of Maine
Study Series last April entitled The
liisAat'hoserts Land Hankers of 1740.
His article Sofilicr in a Longboat, also
:ihout John Glover, will appear in
this month's American Heritage,
After six years at the University
of Maine. he says of the students
htre: "I really enjoy the University
of Maine student; I think he is better
than he thinks he is!"
Billias graduated Magna Cum
Laside from Bates in 1948 and for
the next three years studied for his
M.A. and PhD. at Columbia. He
ss orked for a time as military historian for the U. S. Air Force.
During World War II, Billias fought
in the Battle of the Bulge and holds
Bronze Star for gallantry in evacuating the wounded from the Remagen
Bridgehead.
General Jahn Gka.er and his ?,farI ichead Mariners is scheduled for
publication on March 7 by Henry
Holt and Company. The book will be
on sale in the University Bookstore.

more from Central Manati. Oriente. munist threat discussed now was
(uba. spent the next few months in as great in Batista's regime, but
sirtual hiding because Batista's forces he added that in his opinion it is
were still shooting students on sight. doubtful that Communism will
1his did not endear him to the Batista gain too great a stronghold on the
Latin American countries. "It is
A, did most students in Cuba. Juan entirely against the grain of Latin
took a great interest in politics and Ainerican living which is notorisupported Fidel Castro. ous for its close family unity.
general
Juan said at a Politics and Interna- Communism tries to break this
Relations
Club meeting this unity and does not allow for intional
fall that he felt "if the United States dividuality."
had criticized Batista half as much
When asked what he thought of thc•
in the twenty )ears that he I Batista)
was in power as they have Castro in alleged bombings by planes from
Florida bases, Juan reserved comment.
two ,ears. Cuba would be better off."
"I wasn't there. I really couldn't say."
He did say, though, that Batista's aviation forces had done considerable
damage during the insurrection.
"Thirteen people were killed from my

List Promotions
For Ten Faculty

he promotion of two associate professors to the rank of professor and
eight assistant professors to the rank
of associate professor has been announced by President Lloyd Elliott.
Effective September I. Dr. Carl NI.
IrIvnn will be professor of zoology and
Dr. Herbert J. Edwards, professor of
English.
In the College of Agriculture. Clinton R. Blackmon has been named associate professor of agronomy, Paul
B. Hepler. associate professor of horticulture, Frnaklin E. Manzer, associate
professor of plant pathology, and
Samuel F.. Sides, associate professor
of agricultural engineering. These
promotions are effective July 1.
Named associate professors in the
College of Arts and Sciences, effective
September I. are Tadeusz Siedlik in
business and economics. Robert B.
Thomson in government, and ShihCheng N'ti in business and economics.
In the college of Technology Jerry
Braunstein will be associate professor
of chemistry. effective September 1.

loan feels that the present U. S.
,:and on Cuba is winning friends in
Cuba and has stopped some of Castro's anti-American speeches. "We
are used to being threatened with
Marines so this was a pleasant surprise.Juan has high hopes for the future
of Cuba. "I have great faith in this
generation—probably because I am
part of it—but I think that we will
be able to help Cuba. People think
that the student faction in Cuba is
radical and maybe we are. It is not
unusual for me in Cuba to get up in
a bull session and say 'Let's do something. Let's get going!' Maybe I
would be more conservative if I were
in politics."
Juan illustrated his opinion of politicians when he said, "Maybe with a
little money I wouldn't care what
happened to the peasants anymore,
either. Now. I think something should
be done to help them."
Bull sessions in Cuba revolse
primarily around politics. Extracurricular activities are also of a
(Continued on Page Four)

and a Chaplain in the Navy.
The Lower East Side Mission of
frinity Parish is the intensive effort
of Historical Trinity Church to meet
the need, of a people living in a multiracial and crowded area of the city.
The principal work of the Mission is
among the young. Hundreds of young
people move in and out of the two
hapels of the church every week:

Father C. Kilmer NI...f.'s
among them are members it so-called
street gangs. The job of mediating the
differences between these conflict
groups have otten oc.apiett the energies of the mission staff. Father
Nisei-s works very closely with other
(Continued on Page Twelve)

Senior C1055

To Meet

The Senior Class will meet for
the second time of the year on
Thursday. February 18, in the
Bangor Room of the 'Hentorial
Union. at 7 p.m. tll members ;4
the Senior Class are urged to at.
trod.

Orono, Maine February II. 19611
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Wright To Speak To Foresters
EUROPE TOURS
• ESCORTED AND
t'tDENT
.r
ngementa
Budget
to a
RESERVATIONS and TICKETS
for AIR and STEAMSHIP
TRAVEL ANYWHERE

ALDEN F. HEAD
TRAVEL BUREAU
61 Main St., Bangor, Tel. 2-5050

'Display Color Graphics
By Johnny Friedlaender

cers elected were: Alvah Latourette,
FORESTRY CLUB
Bruce Wright. Director of New Vice President; Oliver Becker, SecreEngland Wildlife Research. will be tary; and William Willard, Treasurer
the guest speaker at a business meeting of the Forestry Club, February 17
The women of Balentine Hall
at 7:30 p.m. in the Bangor Room
challenge the hardier members of
Wright is a graduate of the Uni• faculty
the Unis ersity of M
versity. of New Brunswick. and reto a hockey game on Saturday
ceived his master's degree from the
morning of Winter Carnival
University of Wisconsin. He will
speak on "Predatory Mammal, of the Week-end.
An' of said members daring
Cat Family."
Richard Goodenough was elected enough to esen attempt to accept
inpresident of the Forestry Club at a this challenge are sadistically
meeting held February 3. Other offi- vited to do so.

On cshitition this month are color
graphics by Johnny Friedlaender and
Irene icvon. In the Oakes Room in
the Libriiry is an exhibition of 45
original etchings by Johnny Friedlaender. In Mc Print Room of Carnegie
Hall a collection of 29 woodcuts by
Irene Zes.in are on display.
Fried1:,%iider was accused of dena-

engineers
The field has never been broader
The challenge has never been greater
Engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today are concerned
with the development of all forms of flight propulsion
systems—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and other advanced
types for propulsion in space. Many of these systems are so
entirely new in concept that their design and development,
and allied research programs, require technical personnel
not presiously associated with the development of aircraft
engines. Where the company was once primarily interested
in graduates with degrees in mechanical and aeronautical
engineering, it now also requires men with degrees in
electrical, chemical, and nuclear engineering, and in physics,
chemistry, and metallurgy.
Included in a wide range of engineering activities open to
technically trained graduates at all levels are these four
basic fields:
ANALYTICAL ENGINEERING Men engaged in this
activity are concerned with fundamental investigations in
the fields of science or engineering related to the conception
of new products. They carry out detailed analyses of advanced flight and space systems and interpret results in
terms of practical design applications. They provide basic
information which is essential in determining the types of
systems that have development potential.
DESIGN ENGINEERING The prime requisite here is an
active interest in the application of aerodynamics, thermodynamics, stress analysis, and principles of machine design
to the creation of new flight propulsion systems. Men engaged in this activity at P&WA establish the specific performance and structural requirements of the new product
and design it as a complete working mechanism.

Exhaustive festlng of full-scale rocket engine
thrust chambers is carried on at the Florida
Research and Development Center.

Lutheran Service
Planned For MCA
NI.C.A. will hold a Valentine Party
on Friday evening beginning with
supper at 6:00 o'clock at the M.C.A.
House. Cost is 5.30 and all student,
are welcome.

EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING Here men supervise
and coordinate fabrication, assembly and laboratory testing
of experimental apparatus, system components, and development engines. They devise test rigs and laboratory setups,
specify instrumentation and direct execution of the actual
test programs. Responsibility in this phase of the development program also includes analysis of test data, reporting
of results and recommendations for future effort.
MATERIALS ENGINEERING Men active in this field
at P&WA investigate metals, alloys and other materials
their
under various environmental conditions to determine
usefulness as applied to advanced flight propulsion systems.
They devise material testing methods and design special
determinatest equipment. They are also responsible for the
or
tion of new fabrication techniques and causes of failures
manufacturing difficulties.

luring art and his punishment was to
draw portraits of the Nazi leaders
from photographs. When Hitler came
to power. Friedlaender was arrested
and placed in a concentration camp.
He was released on probation late in
1933 and in 1935 tied front Dresden
He moved from country to country.
occasionally exhibiting his work, on
hi, way to Paris. where he arrived in.
1937.
With the outbreak of the war, he
was interned as a German political
refugee, barely escaped deportation to
Germany in 1941. and finally became
a member of the Resistance. In 1945
he returned to Paris and devoted himself to making etchings, which were
exhibited at the Librairie Galerie
Hune only three years later. From
then on his prints have been exhibited
in many countries. He opened his
studio to students, and his reputation
as one of the most distinctive and
skilled etchers of our time is now international. Certain subjects repeat
themselves in his work: female nudes.
birds, cats, fish and landscape. There
is an underlying intense, poetic mood.
but also, occasionally, humor.
Irene Zevon. a native of New York
City, studied at the Tschacbasov Art
School. and has exhibited her work
widely throughout the United States.
Her most recent one-man exhibit.
last year, was at the Lynn Kottler
Galleries in New York.
In 1959 at the Annual Exhibition
of the National Association of Women Artists, one of her color woodcut,
received one of the association's
awards while another was elected for
a group show which has been circulated throughout the United States
Her work is also in the permanent
collections of the Butler Art Institute,
California State Library, Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, Library of Constress, University of Georgia Museum
of Art, St. Louis Museum of Art and
a large color woodcut. "Whispering
Leaves." is in the University of
Maine's permanent art collection.
In the production of her woodcut,.
Miss Zevon employs a multiblock
technique, wherein wood blocks of
varying textures and characters are
combined with a wide variety of fine
papers and inks to produce print,
which, though somewhat abstract.
are almost always representational in
content. She interplays clear and pure
colors with black, controlled by a
varied strong sense of design and
pattern.

Frequent informal discussions .i,song analytical
engineers assure continuous esch3nge of ideas
on related research or, eds.

World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engine

Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS— East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER - Palm Beach County, Florida
your college piicement officer.
For further information regarding on engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, contact

The Rev. William Scar, Director of
Lutheran College and University
Work in New England, will be guest
preacher at both services of worshi.,
on Sunday morning. Services arc
held at 9:30 and 11:00 a.m, in the
Little Theatre. The 9:30 o'clock service will be conducted according to
the Lutheran Order of Worship.
A Quaker Meeting will be held at
the M.C.A. House at 3:30 p.m. on
Sunday. Any interested students and
faculty members are invited to attend.
Pastor Scar will met with I.utheran
students in the Bumps Room of the
Union at 4:00 p.m. on Sunday and
will conduct a Lutheran Communion
Service and discuss the question, "Are
Lutherans Different from other Protestants?"
The Sunday evening Fellowship
Hour is held weekly at M.C.A. House
at 7:00 o'clock. This week Pastor
Scar will discuss the meaning of the
Lord's Prayer. M.C.A. Choir Rehearsal will be held from 7 to 8 p.n,
in the Union on Tuesday. The Christian Science Group will meet in the
Union on Tuesday from ":311
8:30 p.m.
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New Fire Signal System
Put Into Effect On Campus

Page Thetas

Photos Shown
In Memorial Union

An exhibit of prize-winning pictures
A new improved fire signal system to give the zone number, he. should from Popular Photography magazine
was put in effect on campus Monday, give only the name of the building. is on display in the lobby of the MeFebruary I. Since the University de- The numbers to call in the event of morial Union.
pends almost entirely on Orono for a fire are the same: Orono 6-3600,
Arranged by the department of art.
its file protection, the campus has or the University exchange, 4-4441.
the exhibit will be on display until
been included in the modern system
of signals which has been installed
Feb. 20. The exhibit features approx:n the town.
imately 100 photographic prints, both
Bridge Tournament Held color
and black and white, representFitting into the Orono system, the
campus is divided in nine sections,
Elimination for the National Inter- ing examples of contemporary cameach section having its own alarm collegiate Bridge Tournament will be era art from throughout the world.
number. Each building on campus held tonight, Thursday, at 7 p.m. in
All prints were elected from prizehas been assigned a number according the Women's Lounge.
winning photographs entered in Popto its location. Within the system,
From this playoff, sixteen lop bridge ular Photography's annual $25.000
:he "forty series- and the "fifty series"
International Picture Contest.
nave been ascribed to the University. players will represent the University
Should a fire break out on the campus, in the National Tournament to be
the signal sounded would give the played before February 28. This will
be regular bridge night with anyone
The deadline for proctor apt sact location immediately.
playing for master points, but only plications is March 18. InterestCards listing the information will undergraduates can be eligible for the
ed
upperclassmen are requested
he posted as soon as possible. All National Tournament.
to submit applications to Barry
buildings and other combustible strucAny students who would like to Milieu, 207 Library. as soon as
tures will be listed with their assigned
numbers. Later there will be maps of enter the National competition must possible. because inters ie..% will
the campus, showing the division into play in the elimination, and are urged begin within a week. Freshmen
zones. Director of Plant and Facili- by the Union Bridge Club to he pres- interested in proctorships should
inform their proctors.
ties, Francis S. McGuire, expressed ent tonight.
the hope that, in future years, there
.611 be outside alarm boxes on campus.
The zone numbers are for the
benefit of firemen, police, and the
administrators involved. A student
-sporting a fire should never attempt

WHY WASTE VALUABLE
TIME?
The
Canoe City Laundromat
Old Town—Opp. Woolen Mill
will
WASH, DRY, & FOLD
9 lbs. for $.75
White and Dark Clothes Included
Agents for Wong's Hand Laundry

Finest Shirt Service in Eastern Maine
$.25 each
Three day service
STUDENTS ONLY

LUCKY STRIKE presents

D/1,471004:14:

Agriculturists Speak
At Hall's Dedication
Two prominent Maine agriculturists
.sill deliver talks at the dedication
.:eremony for Hitchner Hall at the
University of Maine on Saturday, February 13, at 2 p.m.
Commissioner of Agriculture Erlon
L. Nesselick will bring greetings from
the State of Maine. while Donald P.
Corbett. a representative of the Maine
livestock industries, will speak on
Science and the Animal Industries."
Hitchner Hall provides teaching,
research., and extension facilities for
the departments of animal pathology,
bacteriology, biochemistry and poultry
science, and supplementary facilities
for the department of animal science.
One of the features of the dedication ceremony will be a tribute to Professor E. Reeve Hitchner by President
Elliott. Hitchner, who retired last
June, served on the University's faculty for 37 years. He was for many
years head of the department of bacteriology and biochemistry. He was
also in charge of the Pullorum Testmg Service of the University.
The building was made possible by
an appropriation of Maine's 98th
Legislature. I.ong range plans by the
University call for construction of a
final wing to complete a U-shaped
total structure.

FROOD TELLS HOW TO
CLEAN UP ON YOUR LAUNDRY
(see below)
Dear Dr. Frood: I told my girl I was in
lose,and she laughed. I told her I wanted
to get married, and she laughed. How
can I make her realise that I'm serious?
Serious

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you beliese in the
old adage, "Choose a girl by ear rather
Shopping
than by eye"?
Dear Shopping: This maxim is indeed a
fine guide for any young man who is looking for a girl. But while choosing by "ear
rather than by eye," he should also make
sure she has two of each.
Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.
.0)

.01

40,
.0,

Dear Serious: M: rrs someone.
.03

.0.3

4
0
3

Dear Dr. Frood: Every night I come
home tired and I find the house in a mess.
There are dirty dishes and pans in the
sink, and clothes are thrown all around.
I'm fed up. What should I do?
Married Student

Dear Dr. Frood; i inwe been having
trouble sleeping a. night. Do you think
it could be because I drink coffee?
Wide-Eyed

The Public Management Club met
and elected its officers for the next
year. Those elected to office were
Paul Talbot, president; Larry Cilley,
vice president; and Forrest French,
secretary-treasurer.
Out-going president Roger Brown
was lauded for his energetic leadership of the club.
Contrary to common belief, membership in the club is open to all people interested in securing a better understanding of local government. The
club features such things as guest
lecturers, movies, field trips, and refreshments of your choosing at each
,.eeting.

Sophomore and Junior women
interested in the positions of Upperch's. Residents in the Freshman dormitories next year should
get apliestion blanks from the
Dean of Women", office within
the next week.

40D

.0.

Dear Spokesman: twitted there is. Clip
out the instmetio, I. sow and mail them
to your mother.
Clog aose

till

onesninations IN shirt
1. Place bills of
cellars (111 to keep IS,.
.111,
4. times (II) to keep
UMW
socks
1Vrts
them front [Mist Ills...to&
I,
cheese
pectins (C) of khaki
3. Plate other
,,,otoo This way it
,
•111 Penal and settle
in the bee.
t.tA

Dear Straight Arrow: It depends. Some
girls must he called at least a week in
achance. ith others, you just holler as
you enter the dorm.
e0s

Dear Dr. Frood: My husband is an absent-minded college professor. He went
out 7 years ago to buy a pack of Luckies
and hasn't returned yet. I don't know
Patience
what to do.

GOD

Dear Dr. Frood: fs lot of the guys complain because the;r mothers don't pack
their laundry boxes oroperly. Is there a
certain way they Oweill.1 he packed?
Spokesman

.0,

Dear Dr. Frood: I lov. far ahead should
Straight .Arrow
I call for a date?

rce,

Dear Wide-Eyetit Possibly. It's very
difficult to sleep whit. ..rinking coffee.

Talbot, Cilley, French
Elected Club Officers

.0,

Dear Married Student: You should
notify the police. Someone has obviously
been the-re,

Dear Patience: Better buy another pack.
He's probably smoked them all by now.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke.
college students head right for fine tobacco. /
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular I.
sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!
Product of c/se.RIttetica n c.Z.tizeco--araty —"Gideon,is our middle name

7. Cr.

THE MAINE CAMPUS

To:Exhibit Student Art In Union

See Russia
Iin 1960
Economy Student, leacher ,unimer
tours, American conducted, from $495.
•Russia by Motorcoadt. 17-days
from Warsaw or Helsinki. Visit rural
towns plus major cities.
•Diamond Crand Tour. Russia.
Poland. Czechoshoakia. Scandina,ia.
Western Europe highlights.
IN Collegiate Circle. Black Sea
Cruise, Russia. Poland. Czechoslovakia,Scand into,ix. Benclu it, W.Europe.
•Eastern Europe Adventure. First
time available. Bulgaria, Roumania.
Russia. Poland. Czechoslovakia, West'
em Europe scenic route.
•See your Travel Agent or write

Maupintour
400 Madison Ave., New York 17. N.Y.

The student art exhibit which will
open on March 6, in the Union Lobby.
will be on display for the remainder
of the month. The exhibit will open
from 2-4 p.m, with a tea in the Music
Room, followed by an organ concert
from 4-5 p.m.
In view of the success of last year's
exhibit, the Union Committee urges
any students to display their artistic
works at this time. 1.ast year many
pieces were sold at the exhibit.
This year an effort is being made
to have three dimensional as well as
two dimensional works. A section
for mobiles, stabiles, sculptures and
mosaics has been set aside, as well as
the lobby wall areas for paintings.
sketches, prints or any other medium
the artist may want to display.
The following rules will apply to
all entrants:

I) All exhibition pieces must be in
the Union on or before February 25.
2) Pieces will be submitted only
in the Activities Room from 2-5 p.m..
and should be given to Mrs. Dunton.
3) All articles should be framed
and ready for display.
4) All articles should be entitled.
signed and if for sale, the price should
be marked on them.
5) As many pieces as desired may
be submitted, but may be limited in
use according to the space available.
6) All paintings will be left at the
risk of the owner. The Union will not
be responsible for them, although
precautions will be taken to protect
them.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Do You Think for Yourself?
IN FOCUS')
(DIAL IN THESE QUESTIONS AND SEE IF YOU'RE

Orono, Maine,

Juan Nicholas Discusses
Cuban,American Customs
t;ic date;cnce
(Continued from Page On.')
th: matter of male membership in
political rather than a social natit: above mentioned social club,.
ture. Dances and parties are
Any man seen "drunk. or eyeing the
sponsored by prisate clubs of
is dropoed from
• I girl, on the street
which there are mans, "s
membership and shunned by the club
would not dare enter." Member- members."
ship in many of the clubs is dePathsr than think that American
cided on the basis of high moral
for the ;els are of questionable character becharacter, especially
of their dating practices. Juan
women. Men are the only ones cause
vgry calmly accepts the situation a,
to pay dues, and girls ore allowed
a different custom. He noted that
only if they meet with the ap- American children are allowed much
proval of the membership com- more freedom than are Cubans.
mittee and with parental consent.
''In Cuba, the father is the unHigh moral character (the definidisputed master of the house
tion of which differs greatly from that
his word is law and he is the
held in the States) is a very important and
as a perfactor in a girl's life in Cuba. Dating. first to obey it. As long
as we know it, is not practiced. Girls son lives at home he is Subject to
are chaperoned at all social function,. the rules of the house regardless
They do not date casually but rather of his age."
very steadily. If a couple breaks up. Juan added that although women are
it is as much as six months before a very protected before marriage, they
girl may graciously begin dating an- lose even more liberty after marriage
other boy.
and bow to the wishes of the master
"We figure that if a girl loves a boy of the house. Where women are very
that it will take her a while to get highly respected, they still bear the
over him. If such a girl should start burden of domestic life alone. "My
dating too soon after a break-up then father helped my mother but he is
she is considered of dubious character the exception rather than the rule."
and bo)'s refrain from dating her. If Juan is from a family of four boy,
a boy should want to date her they and two girls all of whom are either
are apt to be laughed at for taking through college or presently in school.
left-overs. A girl who dates many His father and a brother are foundry'
boys may be called community- technicians. "I was supposed to be
the engineer but it's too tough for me!"
property!"
The standard question of "How do
Terms such as "left-overs" and
"community property" have a very you like it here?" was answered with
different connotation from that held a smile and "although I don't care
here at the University of Maine. One for the weather. I think the girls are
example of the rigid moral standards very nice.

SOCie141:
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a full-rigged s4iling ship in the middle of
t .•) desert, would you say (A)"Long time no sea!"
(3 I "Wish they'd invent talking mirages," or (C)
"Anything can happen in Las Vegas!"
-01.: saw

When a man says,"Brevity
is the soul ef wit ,'• bemoans
(A) he's about to make a
long speech; (B) wise
thoughts come in short sentences;(C)"Shut up!"
AE BE CE
You're caught in a pouring
rain—and you're offered a
lift by a pal whose driving
is dangerously erratic.
Would you (A) tell him
you enjoy walking in the
rain? (11) say,"Sure —but
let me drive"? (C) accept
rather than hurt his
feelings?
AL BE CE

smoke Viceroy. They know only Viceroy
has a thinking man's filter—the most
advanced filter design of them all. And
only Viceroy has a smoking man's taste
... the full rich taste of choice tobacco.
*If you have checked (C) in three out of
four questions, you're pretty sharp ... hut
if you picked (B), V01.1 think for rourself!

In choosing a filter cigarette, would you pick one
that (A) says the filter
doesn't count, only the tobacco; (B) is designed to
do the best filtering job for
the best taste; (C) gives
you an enormous filter but
very little taste.
AL BE CE
... you deWhen you think for yourself.
pend on judgment, not chance, in your
choice of cigarettes. That is why men and
women who think for themselves usually

Fraternity Parties, U-Conn
Collision Liven The Campus
By Diane Wiseman
had a busy weekend with dance..
fraternities
the
all
about
Just
jam sessions, splash parties. and other entertainment. With all this
activity and the added excitement of last Saturday night's game
against Connecticut, the campus was really alive.
It was Harold's Club at Phi Kap, is being sponsored by Pi Beta Phi
Sig Follies at Sigma Chi, and Klon- sorority.
Pinned: Marcia Darrell to David
dike Nitc at Sig Ep—all on Friday
everting. There were also parties and Bernstein, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Kay
dancing at Delta Tau. Phi Mu Delta, Fraser to Doug Cosell, Lambda Chi
Sigma Nu. and Phi Eta. TEP had Alpha; Eileen Kennedy, Augusta, to
a Toga Party Friday night. while Carl Steinmeyer, Theta Chi; Nancy
music for dancing was provided by Small to Don Dunfee, Hamilton
the Javelins at TKE and Dick Jones' College, Hamilton, N. Y.: Cathy
Band at Theta Chi. Alpha Gam and Didio, Rochester, N. Y., to l'aul
Phi Eta both had Splash Parties at Brach,. Theta Chi; Jane Judy to Joe
the Bangor Y Friday afternoon. Fri- Carroll. Phi Kappa Sigma: Carolyn
day evening the Maine Bears played Spear to Ted Roberts. Theta Chi:
at Lambda Chi and Sammy Saliba at Linda Oak. Portland. to Richard
Duncan, Alpha Gamma Rho.
Phi Gam.
Engaged: Priscilla Hatt, Maine
Many of the houses had jam sessions Sunday afternoon. The Colby Medical Center, to Jerry Brooks,.
Eight gave a great performance at Theta Chi: Gail Grenke. Bristol.
the Phi Mu Delta house Sunday af- Conn.. to Ted Davies. Alpha Tau
Omega: Linda Ronde-it, Auburn. to
te moon.
Wednesday evening a general as Al Elwell, Theta Chi: Judy Marlen
sembly was held in the Main Lounge to Rill Pickard, I amhda Chi Alpha,
of the Memorial Union. John Scott. '59: Lorna Payne, Scarborough, to
foreign correspondent. author. and Tom Tuttle, Theta Chi; Ann Haley,
lecturer. spoke on the subject, The Old Town. to Ed I ePage. Theta Chi.
Married: Joan Robbins to Steve
Soviet Empire.
This Friday and Saturday Valentine Rush. Tau Kappa Epsilon: Ada Co.
Kisses will be sold downstairs in the hum lincoln. to Larry Limit, Theta
Union—candy. of course! The sale Chi.
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The Union movie this weekend
will be "On the Waterfront", a
hard hitting drama of crime and
of four children. He has two corruption on New York's waterPam and front, and a
teen-age daughters,
winner of eight
Linda, and two young sons, Rusty, Academy
Awards.
The movie
nine, and Chris, four. His fatui- stars Eva Marie Saint and Marlon
ty came to Orono on February 1. Brando.
On Monday, February 15, at 7:30
On Sunday, February 14, the
p.m., Woolley will speak at the
Penobscot Valley Alumni Associa- Humanities Lecture will be given
tion
meeting in the :Memorial
Union Building. All alumni on Dr. and Mrs. Woolley in the
Union, sponsored by the General
campus and in the vicinity are in- Alumni
Association and local
vited. At 8:15 p.m., that evening, alumni groups. Alumni, faculty,
there will be an Open House for and friends are invited.
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by Dr. Robert Sherk at 4 P.tn• in
The Poetry Hour on Tuesday,
the Bangor Room. Sherk, Associatn. February 16, will be Religious
Professor of Classics, will speak Verse by Amos Wilder and others.
on Menander and Greek
New Dr. Charles Virtue will be the
Comedy. Menander, who greatly reader at 4 p.m. in the Women's
influenced later Greek comedy, but Lounge. Coffee will be served.
was known only vaguely to us,
A special film, "The Guest",
is now revealed through the recent will be shown at
t_p.m. on Wednesdiscovery of an Egyptian papyrus day in the Bangor
Room. A
bearing the complete text of one
modest shoemaker has a vision
of his plays Dyskolos (The Miser).
Sherk will show pictures of the that God will visit him. In his
papyrus, explain the
nature of attempt to show kindness to those
Greek New Comedy, and discuss around him, he realizes that God
Menander's place in the develop- is with him every day and in
ment of high comedy.
every endeavor.
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— FOR FACULTY, STUDENTS AND GRADUATES —
THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
. . . comprising 350 outstanding Boys, Girls, Brother-Sister and

New Old Town - Orono Highway
By Ellen LeBlanc

OVER 100 ITEMS ON OUR MENU

Dr. T. Russell Woolley, Jr., the
Executive Director of the
General Alumni Association, began
his duties February 4.
"I am very pleased to returwto my alma mater. I taught here
from 1546 to 1954 and it seems
good to be back", Dr. Wolley said.
"All my efforts are now devoted
and remarkable
to the unique
Alumni Association and to the students, all of whom are linked for
the remainder of their lives to
the University through the GenI hope,
eral Alumni Association
in being able to represent the students and the alumni, to serve in
any way to promote the welfare
of the University", he added. Dr.
Woolley finished by saying, "It
gives me a great pleasure to say
'Hello' to the University community."
Dr. Woolley is a graduate of the
University in the Class of 1941.
He received his M.A. in 1950 and
his Ph.D. in 1957 from Northwestern University. His career in college teaching began in 1946 when
he taught speech at the University of Maine. Dr. Woolley served
as acting head of the Speech Department from 1949-1950. In the
early '50's Woolley was faculty
producer of the "Maine Day" programs. He also served as clerk
of the U. of M. General Alumni
Association in 1953-1954. Before
his present position, Dr. Woolley
taught speech at the University of
Texas.

Sandwiches to Full Course Meals

new

Dr. Woolley, better known to
everyone as "Russ", was very active as an undergraduate at the
University. He held keys in Maine
Masque and Debating. He was a
broadcaster for WORO, played J.V.
football, and served as vice-president of his class during the senior
year.
A native of Bridgton, Me., Dr.
Woolley is married and the father

OLD TOWN

Including Sizzling Steaks
Excellent Place To Take Your Friends Or Parents

Association of Private Camps — Dept. C
5.1 West 4?.nd Street, OX 5-2646, New York 38, N. Y.

No Malt Beverages Served

ENGINEERS/AND SCIENTISTS
- 'REPRESENTATIVES OF
_

JNORTH TANI
- ERICAN AVIATION,‘INC.
WILL CONDUCT ON—CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
.. .
,A
_IEWS FEBRUARY 15
Visit your placement office now
for all the facts about a future with North American Aviation, Inc.

..,
so-. .1 Att, Nuclear
...
power
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International
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lConogo
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Electronics
& electro.
mechanics at the
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'Pow.,Cal:fornfol

Naval
. aircraft
& missiles at the
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icoi.mt.,()hi,.
A

A

A
—
LT
. Design &
,.. development
of manned weapon
systems at the
Los Angeles Division

_
..
Atomics International, located in the San
Fernando Valley of Southern California, is a
leader in the development and manufacture
of nuclear reactors for power, research, and
mobile systems. Two proven Al power reactor concepts are now under construction,
i Ltomics International is building a Sodium ,

Graphite Reactor for the Consumers Public
Power District of Nebraska and an Organic
Power Reactor at Piqua, Ohio. Al also is
engaged in extensive research activities to
develop improved materials for fuel elements and reactor components.
.-

Autonetics, a leader in the field of electronics,
is engaged in research, development, and
manufacture of Computers, Inertial Guidance, Armament Control and Flight Control
Systems. Autonetics designed and built the
inertial navigation system for the USS Nautilus and Skate; the first, completely auto-

matic landing system for supersonic missiles
and aircraft; the first, general purpose, alltransistor, digital computer.It is now at work
on the inertial navigation system for the first
nuclear-powered Polaris-carrying submarines and the guidance and control systems
for the Minuteman and GAM-77 missiles.

The Columbus Division, designed and built
the Navy's T21 Buckeye, America's most versatile jet trainer which will train today's
jet cadets to command tomorrow's manned
weapons systems, and the Navy's supersonic,
all-weather A3J Vigilante, today's most versatile manned weapons system. Advanced

design studies now underway at the Columbus Division include undersea, land, and air
weapons systems for all Military Services.
Current studies include ASW, missiles, ECM,
intercept aircraft,electronics systems,VTOLSTOL,grcund support equipment, and other
still confidential programs.

,..e....-.
..• ss....tn. ...
•
..
..
The Los Angeles Division is the home of the
next-generation manned weapon systemthe Mach 3 B-70 Valkyrie multi-purpose
bomber-and America's first manned space
vehicle, the X-15. Engineers in this division
are engaged in research, development, and

,., ..
..
...,
-production of complete manned weapon
systems. Work encompasses the fields of
Electronics, Metallurgy, Structures, Aerodynamics, Thermodynamics. Dynamics,
Mathematics, Physics, Human Factors and
Industrial Engineering.

Itas Ang•les.Co'14,

Missile
weapon
system management
& space research at
the Missile Division

••

'
" ...

..'

BODY SHOE"
Body & Fender Repairing

Co-Ed Camps, located throughout the New England, Middle
Atlantic States and Canada.
. . . INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concerning summer employment as Counsellors, Instructors or Administrators.
. . . POSITIONS in children's camps, in all areas of activities,
are available.
Write, Phone, or Call in Person

..

The Missile Division is the home of the GAM77 "Hound Dog," an air-to-surface missile
for the Air Force's B-52 bomber. The Missile Division has within its ranks some of the
nation's most experienced engineers and scientists in the fields of missiles and weapon
systems. They are performing research on

missiles and space exploration vehicles of a
wide variety of range, speed and propulsion
methods. Scientists at the Aero-Space Laboratories, an organization within the Missile
Division, are conducting creative research
well in advance of existing technology in the
space sciences.

Rocketdyne is engaged in ideas-to-hardware
development of propulsion systems. Hithrust liquid propellant engines, built by
Rocketdyne, have powered most of the missilos used for military and civilian space
projects including Atlas, Jupiter, Thor, Redstone, Explorer, Discoverer, Pioneer, Juno,
others. Under development at present
tire two super performance liquid systems.
bile leading the nation in liquid propellant

.
systems, the division is under contract for
high energy solid propellant motors and
unique accessory equipment. Solid propellant operations are located at McGregor,'
Texas. Other propulsion system concepts are
actively under development employing the
principles of ion energy, nuclear energy, ,
plasma jets, arc-thermodynamic and mag-...
netohydrodynamic systems.
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Gas, Oil &
Auto Accessories
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Scintilla Two

Editorial

IS IT A WORD OR A WAY OF LIFE?

Courtesy Father McCarthy
Chicago Syndicate

Next week is Brotherhood Week. Now to some, that
may not mean any more than if it was National Fried
Egg Week or National Yo-Yo Week. But it should!
Despite all the talk of nuclear war, the biggest problem facing humanity is the need for a solution to the
latent and active bigotry that besets men and nations.
We have been living with it so long that we have decided to put up with these "prejudices" rather than do
anything about them. It is easier to "co-exist" with
prejudice than to attempt to conquer it.
If Brotherhood is to mean anything to us in America and throughout the world, it must be more than a
word. It must come from the heart rather than the
lips; it must be a topic of conversation for longer than
a week, but a way of life forever.
The fact that bigotry and intolerance do exist is certainly a sad commentary on man and the social order,
particularly in a Nation which prides itself on its high
standards of "fair-play".
The idea of Brotherhood Week is not that we should
make others start practicing Brotherhood, but that we
ourselves should make a conscious effort to utilize its
principles.
There are shortcomings to be faced and acknowledged
when Brotherhood week rolls around. That doesn't
make a mockery of the week, it underscores its meanings and objectives.
We spend billions of dollars every year for materials
with which to wage defense. But even as we do there
is a cancerous ill of hate and prejudice dividing us in
some degree.
The theme for Brotherhood week is this: Brotherhood — Believe it Live it. Support it! This is far from
an easy task, but it is an essential one. We should at
least try.
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Jack 1.1nnell
Titans Wiseman
Carol Pollard

By

Orono, Maim

Letters

Lee Morton

It was another one of those
drizzly Saturday nights, and I
found myself heading into the
Paramount. SHE was dancing
on the stage. and Jimbo was
already there at the bar, harassing the bartender. Every time
the bartender would pour a shot
to mix a drink and turn his
hack to get the mixings, Jimbo
would down the shot, quick and
silent-like. The bartender was
going bats. I grabbed Jimbo by
four-button
buckle-down
the
buckles and dragged him over to
a table. I begged him to acknowledge my existence and accept a mixed drink. He acquiesced. gallantly. As soon as he
got his fingers curled around
the drink he started talking.
"Lee. you know. I've been
thinking. (I didn't have time
to insert my usual crack; it was
not printable anyway.) When
I was a kid I remember how I
used to be completely selfless. I
was not self-conscious, this is
true, but it was more than that.
I had no feeling of ME as a
separate, unique chump from
every other chump. There I
stood," gesticulating at an empty
table over in the corner, "with my
own two muddy hands, not caring what people thought of me
and my grtrbby marbieshooters.
And then there's the bit about
helping some old lady with her
packages or returning lost money: even I used to do this occasionally — not for the glory
— just a natural thing, which
makes it great. Anything natural is great, you may quote
me," he said as a fleeting immortal look came over him.
"Most kids are like this — selfless, aren't they?
times changed.
"But then
Now everything I do. say or
think is saturated by me MP,
firmly
entrenched.
ME. I'm
along with most of the Toes
today, in the Battle of the Egos.
Like I was making this chick
the other night and I was telling her about myself, you know,
the me that is going to buy a
Porsche next summer and go to
Denver, the teachers and courses that MP is taking. and my
plans for the future, and nit
likes, and my dislikes and so on
till it was her turn at bat. Then
she steps in and it's me. Me.
ME all over again. Some of us
are big enough to say we. but
it's the same story. same hero.
Do you realize how hard it is
for two people to really get together any more?
"It's the same in a group,
which is the more common unit
now; everybody tries to assert
themselves and what they represent and nothing happens,
except big masculinity scuffles.
And the big boys who push and
make it are figures for the
Milquetoasts of America to follow. There's something rotten
to the whole cycle. Lee. I still
think the guy who's really got
it,
is the guy
who doesn't
sweat his own case, and makes
it just the same."

Student Political Activity Is Moribund
February 8, 1960

Placent
The Place
available tape

any clubs, cc

To the Editor:
It seems to us deplorable, that student political activity at Maine is apparently moribund, despite the fact
that this is a presidential election year. The President
and the Congress are presently feuding over the defense posture of the nation. Measures involving civil
rights, education, housing, highways, labor relations
and national health policy will be discussed passionately
in the Congress and in the Press during the coming
spring and summer. Foreign policy toward the Soviet
Union is currently in a state of flux, and important new
policy positions will probably be assumed as President
Eisenhower travels to Paris, to Latin America, and to
Tokyo. At the state level a serious political fight which
will have a considerable effect on the development of
two-party government in Maine is developing for the
office of governor.
Notwithstanding the existence of these and other important political struggles, the students at Maine say
and do little if anything that would indicate an interest in the politics of the state or nation. In The
Campus we read of the Student Senate battling over
bowling pins; and of Mary being pinned to Joe, and
of professors traveling; and of athletes winning bitter
contests; and of students going home — for one reason
or another. Although such items are noteworthy, we
would like to see more discussion on controversial
political issues. And The Campus is not alone in its
political languor. Partisan student organizations are
notable only for their absence. Neither the young Democrats nor the young Republicans are effectively organized on campus.
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We are writing in an attempt to stimulate student
political activity. Such activity should be part of the
educational life of every citizen in a democratic society. Young people have the energy, the drive, and perhaps the ideas to give new direction to a society which
seems to find it more and more comfortable to relegate
its political life to the reception of televised generalities expressing the truth and the good of the uncritically-reviewed past. We hope that young Republicans and
young Democrats on campus will organize and work actively at the local, state, and national levels. We hope
that important issues of both domestic and foreign policy will be discussed vigorously throughout this year.
We hope that the students at Maine will begin to recognize that they are politically important and operate
in a society that not only permits but requires their
political interest.
Walter S. Schoenberger
Herbert H. Wood, Jr.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Union News
On Wednesday, the Chess Club
will meet in the Bumps Room
New members are being sought by
the club in order to carry on the
chess activities of the pa 't.
Last week's Bridge Tournament
winners were:
I. Bruce
Yeaton —
Dwight
Starbird
2. Mrs. Henry Cleshtnan
Mrs. Bessie Skinner
3. Winston Crandall — Iticnard
Burnham
Macomber — Eino
4. Walter
Lelnoneg
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Placement Bureau Offers Taped Interview Samples
The Placement
Bureau has who wish to listen to examples with the permission of both stuavailable taped job interviews for of good and bad interviewing,
dent and employer, and have been
any clubs, committees or groups
interviews have been taped edited, eliminating names. The
interviews selected are of several
different types and major job interests and illustrate not only
Interviewing techniques but the

Hillson Achievement Award
FOR WEEK OF FEB. 8th

plus an opportunity to participate
in the Regional Competition at
of New Ilampsti:r
at 7:30 in the Main Lounge. Prizes the University
Any student or campus group is
will be awarded to the top talent,
itisited to compete, and is asked
Mrs.
to leave their name with
merit work that this type of service
Owen Dunton, Program Advisor,

The Annual Memorial. Union
Show will be held on March 15th

has

been

available to

types of questions that students taking interviews.
can expect to be asked.
According to Placeme:it Director Philip Brockway, six of these
1 recordings have been completed,
and anyone wishing to hear them

To

Don Sturgeon
For Obvious Reasons

HILLSON CLEANERS

Is Mill St.

Union Talent Show Held March 15

Orono 1-3647

should
contact the Placement
Office in 104 East Annex.
This is probably the first time
in

students in the Activities Room
Union before March 10.

of the

Teen-age Dwarf","The Many
Lome of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

(.4 Whin of'! Was a

the history of college place-

COMMITTEES: AN AGONIZING REAPPRAISAL

JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
A General Motors representative will be on campus
February 11,12
Contact your college placement office to arrange an interview.
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General Motors engineers measure the
torque and efficiency characteristics of
torque converter blade designs with high
velocity fluid flow, using electronic
measurement devices to solve for unknowns in highly complex mathematic
design problems.
What's your specialty, your first love in
science and engineering? Astronautics? Automobiles? Electronics? Jet Power? Refrigeration? Basic Research? You'll find opportunities
in all of these fields and many more at General

Motors. Because GM is a company where you
and your talent can really go places. There's no
dead-ending here. You can go forward by working on a variety of challenging projects, moving
up through your division, and there's also a
possibility of moving across to other divisions.
Interested in postgraduate studies? GM provides financial aid. There's also a summer
program for undergraduates. You gain work
experience while vacationing from school.
Get the story on a rewarding GM career from
your Placement Officer or write to General
Motors, Personnel Staff, Detroit 2. Michigan.

GENERAL MOTORS
and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical,
GM positions now avaolahle in these fields for men holding Bs hoboes, Master's
Engoneeting • Mathematics • Indusitrial
Electrical, Induatrial. Metallurgical, Gherrocal, Aeronautical and Gera/floc
Administration
and Related Fields.
Mechanics
•
Business
PhySiC4 • Chematry • Engineering

Deus. •

To those of y•ou who stay out of your student government
because you believe the committee system is just an excuse for
inaction, let me cite an example to prove that a committee,
properly led and directed, can be a great force for good.
Last week the Student Council met at the Duluth College of
Veterinary Medicine and Belles-Lettres to discuss purchasing a
new doormat for the students union. It was, I assure you, a
desperate problem because Sherwin K. Sigafoos, janitor of the
students union, threatened flatly to quit unless a new doormat
was installed immediately. "I'm sick and tired of mopping
that dirty old floor," said Mr. Sigafoos, sobbing convulsively.
(Mr.Sigafoos, once a jolly outgoing sort, has been crying almost
steadily since the recent death of his pet wart hog who had been
his constant companion for 22 y'ears. Actually, Mr. Sigafoos is
much better off without the wart hog, who tusked him viciously
at least once a day, but a companionship of 22 years is, I suppose, not lightly relinquished. The college tried to give Mr.
Sigafoos a new wart hog—a frisky little fellow with floppy ears
and a waggly tail—but Mr. Sigafoos only turned his back and
cried the harder.)

But I digress. The Student Council met, discussed the doormat for eight or ten hours, and then referred it to a committee.
There were some who scoffed then and said nothing would ever
be heard of the doormat again, but they reckoned without
Invictus Millstone.
Invictus Millstone, chairman of the doormat committee, was
a man of action—lit& and lion and Awn and, naturally, a
smoker of Marlboro Cigarettes. Why do I say "naturally"?
Because, dear friends, active men and active women don't have
time to fuss and fumble and experiment with cigarettes. They
need to be sure their cigarettes will never fail them—that the
flavor will always be mild and mellow—that the filter will
always filter—that the pack will always be soft or flip-top. In
short, they need to be sure it's Marlboro—dependable, constant, tried and true Marlboro. Smoke one. You'll see.
1'ell sir, Invictus Millstone chaired his doormat committee
with such vigor and dispatch that, when the Student Council
met only one week later, he was able to rise and deliver the
following recommendations:
I. That the college build new schools of botany, hydraulic
engineering, tropical medicine, Indo-Germanic languages, and
millinery.
2. That the college drop football, put a roof on the stadium,
and turn it into a low-cost housing project for married students.
3. That the college raise faculty salaries by $5000 per year
across the board.
4. That the college secede from the United States.
5. That the question of a doormat for the students union be
referred to a subcommittee.
So let us hear no more defeatist talk about the committee
system. It can be made to work!
C
Ma.etude».

You don't need a committee to tell you how good Marlboros
are. You just need yourself, a Marlboro. and a match... Or
if you like mildness but you don't like filters, try Marlboro's
sister cigarette—Philip Morris.

01-0110, VI.ifle, I
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A Night Maine Will Long Remember
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Maury Dore provided Maine with considerable strength at the center slot.
(Above) He is being guarded by Walt Griffin (40) of Uconn. Alternating with
Jon Ingalls at center, Dore was a great part of the team effort.

Skip Chappelle (33) displayed his usual excellent
form Saturday night. (Above) Chappelle is pictured
shooting his jumpshot. Guarding him are John Pipscyn-
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ski (44) and a teammate.

Coach Brian McCall was a
"most happy fella" in the Maine
Saturday
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dressing
night's thriller.
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Jon Ingalls jumps and tosses
from short of the foul line. Behind are Pipcsynski 4.114) and Larry Bchloer 1231. Ingalls played
well and was of considerable help
to the Bears under the boards.

Larry Schiner, the game's leading rebounder, takes
The above number appears to be a parody on the
one off the boards. Behind him is George Uhl (34),
t'conn guard. Other players are Don Sturgeon (41), minuet as John Pipcsynski (44) and Jon Ingalls (24)
scramble for a loose ball. At the left is Larry Schiller.
Jon Ingalls (24), and John Pipcsynski (44).
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Clothing Specialist
Will Explain Seams
And Darts On TV
-The Truly Fine Seam" presented
by Jean Spearin. acting clothing specialist with the Agricultural Extension
Servize. will be featured on "The
Univer.ity and You" program this
Sunda].. over WABI.
Mts Spearin will evpiain the teehnique, the home sewer would use on
pile fabries and delicate sheers. She'll
be working with velveteen and nylon
chiffon. On the velveteen Miss Spearin
will demonstrate seam stitching and
pressing, while on the nylon she'll
Brotherhood Week Committee prepares posters to advertise events
make a french seam and single thread
during Brotherhood Week which will lw held this coming week.
dart. Miss Mable Lovejoy will asThe group is sponsoring a talk by Father C. Kilmer Myers and will
sist Miss Spearin.
collect books and clothing for Japan and Algeria.
Dave Robinson's guests will be
members of the Brotherhood Week
committee. They will explain their
campaign to collect books for Japan
Sigma Chi Eiects Jay Pease President
and also they'll say a few words about
The new officers who will serve retary; Liy Partridge, Treasurer. Jack Rev. C. Kilmer Myers, the featured
Sigma Chi for the coming year are: Lynn, Social Chairman: Dean Stearns, guest at the Brotherhood Banquet.
Jay Pease. President: David Espling. Corresponding Secretary; Peter Tewhey. Sargeant-at Arms: and Jim CorVice President; William Meissner. See- T. Pledge Trainer.

A Campus-to-Career Case History

!nter slot.
ting with

are
All students electing student teach- plete periods, the same ea-1,
ing (Ed M 90 cc 91-fufi day) for the available for student teaching. Tht,
until
each
morning
free
time
means
1960-61 school year must file an apI I o'clock or the last period in the
plication ht., Februar:. 10. 1969. Stu- forenoon and two periods in the afterdents electimz Ed M 92. 93, 94, or 95' noon.
half iho moo tile ail additional application as soon as possib:e. Appliaation
Courses Py I and 2. Py 65. Ed H.
blanks are a .ai!,)111e on retied at the und EdM 6 are prerequisites for se,.:ofti.te of the Director el. 1 cacher ondary school teaching. Courses Py 1
Trainine.( arl H. Porter-Shirle:.. 24 and 2, Py 65, and Ed HI are prerequiSouth St..tv,,.n..
sites for elementary school teaching,
Schedule. U•r ita!'-da±. s)ud.mts Most states require student teaching
mu.) be arrampd so that three corn- for certification.

SHOP FREESE'S

Mid - Winter
Bargain Days
YOU'LL SEE MORE!
SAVE MORE!
GET MORE FOR YOUR
MONEY
STORE WIDE!
A sale as big as Freese's,
six big floors of the things you want, now and for the
coming season.
six floors full of merchandise so lira they put the value
right back into your dollar.
See today's BANGOR DAILY NEWS for the lowest
prices we believe anyv.here.

an

ody on the
ngalls (24)
y Schiner.

INTERVIEWS for:
Sales and
Sales Management
Training Program

.. .. .
L'ar; D

\IiL (:. Doll:red earned his II.,. degree
in hagfish from d• Ctikersit) in June.
19.35. fie j, ii1 I the New York Telephone
Company the 1011..1%41g Julv 111th. Three
anti a half years later. tie hecatne a
trict Manager for the cormiany in New
lork City-with a staff of 37 people reporting to him and responsibility for
-0.0410 etistomer
Mark's di.dee of a telephone career came
aftor ninnerous jot. 1111,1A iews in a variety
of business fields. "N% hat sohl me.- be
says. "it as the telephone
tat ion for s..1;.I managerial training. stability and gross tit. nit I was impressed
by the high caliber of people I met (haring
to ell, rolT110.111.my
aro the !hip::: to %% hid] Mork
1111.11t. lIt- ii tot.
credits h:s rgidd
inzlinriw,e hi ti.st Itt, t.i.ly••• cot ,`41
the
of acti‘bdes
ltitiilli,iu it.-17-1,11,1' I .110:11 - 1S inl the
1111.111V.
,

sert ices to liu.inessinen aod supervising a
bu-ilt,'., "thee.
4 0111111a11 .
-It is a. the ,
, S iizoroti7: griosth
that created the opportunit for toe to becomeI /istriet \tanager in January. 1959."
Mai k voints out.

•'What I like most alititit itt pregtent posiy of mama zt•t ial responsition is the
bilities I 113%
he •t-a
Its interesting,
stimulating is iirk. I deal is jilt sales and
marketing lir...grams. handle personnel
problem- at make a lot of public relation. contact..."
The message for you? Stability, growth,
sv stematie training anti genuine advances
ment opportunities all add up to rewarding
Carver. with the Bell'Telephone Companies.
B.. sure to look into the opporluiiiiie. for
,1111. Talk with the Bell interviewer when
vi-its your campus - and read the Bell
Telephone booklet tin tile in your Placelike what you learn.
ment Office.

This Program is designed to develop young, inexperienced men for careers in life insurance sales
and sales management. It provides an initial training period of 81 2 months (including one month at
a Home Office School) before the men move into
full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales.
A limited number of attractive opportunities are
also available at the Home Office for Actuarial
Trainees and Administrative Trainees.
The Connecticut Mutual is a 114-year-old corn•
pany with 500,000 policyholder-members and over
four billion dollars of life insurance in force.
Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities for the limited number of men accepted
each year.
Nrrange with the placement office for an interStW with:
Richard M. Boyd, CIA .
4:roup Conference-4:15 p.m.
at Union Bldg. on February 17, 1960
Individual Interviews February 18. 1960
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For Shulton in Orono it's

On campus or in town our prices are the lowest
Main Street

Orono
by Rick Brennan, Sports Editor

'UM Triumph Attributed
To Team Effort' - McCall

Stays moist and firm throughout your shave!
regular or new mentholated
Take your choice of nevi,cool menthokiclf or regular
Smooth Shave. Both base rich. thick Old Spice qualityLther that won't dry up before you've finished sliming.
Both

soften your beard instantly-end razor dog com-

SMOOTH SHAVE
by SHULTON

pletely. For the closest. cleanest. quickest shaves ...try
Old Spice Smooth Shave!
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1. The main event
b. Death and
taxes, period!
9. Suboptical
luggage
12. Kind of wolf
is. Opera version
of "Camille"
It. Marllyn's
mouth he
always6. Gal who was
meant far you
J7. What kid
brothers do
19. What Simple
Simon hadn't
20. Article
21. Abbreviated
officers
23. Sister
27. High point of
11 mural
25. Danuiri ingredient reversed
29. Start nver again
BO. Bell Song"
opera
32. Quin
33. Odd ball
34.
Ka/teabora
35. Little George
37. Way out
40. What white
side walls are
44. Vocal
45. High math
46. Italian wine
town
47. Six pointses
49. Small child
49. Pour
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2. It ran keep
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3. A third of the
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Wt. Satisfy
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43. Willie the
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Last Saturday night after the Maine-Uconn encounter, )ours
truly sauntered back to his brick house to devour with a sweet relish, 75 to 74, the words which were printed in this column last week.
Could I have chosen a more appropriate way to be wrong?
Seldom, if ever before in the history of Memorial Gymnasium,
has a victorious Maine team been greeted by such a deafening ovation at the conclusion of a ball game. Upon mentioning to Coach
McCall a particularly outstanding performance by one of the players, McCall retorted that they had all played well and that the
victory could not have been realized without any one of them.
Champeon's ballhandling and floor leadership, Chappenes steady ballplaying and uncanny shooting,Schinces
rebounding, Sturgeon's spectacular second half sixteen'
point scoring outburst, Dore's strength at center, and Ingalls' rebounding combined to create a most effective basketball machine and put forth a very great team effort.
Uconn coach, Hugh Greer, and the Connecticut ballplayers
took the loss like the true champions that they are. However, the
Connecticut sports writers maintained that Maine was only lucky
and that it would be different story at Storrs this Friday night. In
view of the fact that Connecticut fans take their basketball quite
seriously and envision Maine as a motley group of backwoodsmen
with coonskin caps and muskets, I would say that they (the Connecticut fans) are not particularly happy w ith the status quo. It's
the ultimate in humiliation and disgrace when a Connecticut team
bows to Maine. In consideration of this, there will be very much
pressure on the Huskies when they face Maine at Storrs this weekend.
No Stein Song?When talking with Coach McCall the other day, he
seemed quite disturbed that the Stein Song is not played
after home games that Maine wins. McCall stated that
having come from the midwest, he has seldom heard a
more inspiring tribute to a school and wished that the
students would sing it before the home games and afterward, if Maine should win. The Audio-Visual department
is presently working on a tape that will carry the Stein
Song. This tape could be played before and after games.
Could have broken recordDave Pound, former Stearns high basketball ace, had ample
opportunity to break the standing freshman scoring record of 33
points set by Skip Chappelle last year. Instead. Pound, having
reached the 32 point mark against MCI Saturday, consistently
passed to his teammates rather than take advantage of the opportunity to set a new record. Pound will be invaluable to the varsity
next year and should provide McCall's squad with reserve strength.
PLAYER OF THE WEEK: Don Sturgeon. by his spectacular second-half play and his cool deliberateness at the foul
line, enabled Maine to defeat Connecticut for the first
time in fifteen years. Sturgeon combined with his teammates in a Herculean effort to defeat ihe favored Huskies.
75 to 74.
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UM Ski Team To Compete
At Colby Winter Carnival

IIIb

49

When your throat tells
'
s time for a change,
you it
you need
a real change...

YOU NEED THE

Colby College will be host Friday Towle will defend his state title. H.
and Saturday for the Maine Intercol- biggest threats will be his own teamlegiate State Ski Mcct and the Colby mates, Russell and Gatz.
At the Dartmouth Carnival held at
Winter Carnival. This season, the ski
meet will be scored twice, first as the Hanover last weekend, the Maine
State Ski Meet and second as the Bears captured fifth place in an eight
team race.
Colby Carnival
Seven teams are entered in the
Colby Carnival while the four state
colleges will have their top skiers in
shape for the State Championship.
Events begin on Friday at Sugarloaf Mountain in Kingfield. The
Downhill is scheduled at 10 a.m, and
the Slalom at I:30 p.m. Saturday
the seven teams will move to Titcomb
Ski Slope in Farmington for the Cross
Country event and the jumping.
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McCall Cagers
Tame Wildcats
By Art Zalkan
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Skip Chappelle propelled the University of Maine to a 85-60 win over
the University of New Hampshire
Tuesday evening. The Black Bears
in winning their 14th straight game
had little difficulty in taming thc
Wildcats.
Maine jumped off to a 27-17 edg.:
after the first 10 minutes of the game
During the first three minutes. the
two teams looked even, as both teams
scored three baskets. Jim Green's
long set shot put the visiting Wildcat:
into the lead 8-6. It looked as if the
Maine Bears were in for a troublesome night. However. Larry Schine.:
tied the count at 8-8.
With the score even, Don Sturge ii
hit for a one-pointer that gave Maine a.
lead they never relinquished, Sturgeon
followed this performance with another basket and the Maine Bears
raced away. The first half ended with
unison.
in
leap
player
conn
I
Schiner (23). and an unidentified
(At left) Wayne Champion (15) tallies two points for the Bears as
Maine leading 43-29.
will
what
in
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to
derision
74
to
75
a
dropped
Huskies
The
Ed Martin of Uconn guards against him. John Pipscynski (44).
Maine wasted little time in the
probably be one of the most memorable hoop engagements in second half. They opened a 20 point
the Huskie's big forward. closes in from the left. (At right) The
Maine history.
ball is up for grab. as Walt Griffin (10), Jon Invills (24). Larry
bulge before New Hampshire could
stop the hot Bears. The Wildcats
never did.... With the Maine team
hitting from all angles, the score continued to climb.
When chappelle wasn't able to
drive the ssoring attack, Wayne Champeon took over
controls. His
unbelievable ability to feed his teammates gave Maine a 21 point lead
When Champeon was covered, Jon
Ingalls took command. His control
the boards proved to be a key facof
By Bill Mortensen
tor in Maine's win.
New Hampshire was helpless as
The University of Maine's preat basketball team remains unbeaten at the time of this printing. McCall's Marauders, as they so they watched
the Black Bears race up
often have been tabbed, again accomplished the unbelievable by defeating the strong University of Connecticut Huskies. The team will and down the court to score basket
they head South on Friwhen
undefeated
still
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will
they
feel
we
but
printing,
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article
this
of
writing
the
between
UNH
played
have
basket. Maine held a 61-42 adopponents aiming at after
vantage with the clock showing I0
day. As is the situation with all undefeated teams, the season progresses and the schedule gets tougher, with all
minutes
left.
that spotless record.
very iiecidedly affect the current YanOnce again Maury Dore proved to
On Friday the Bears face the Uni-'RI six times. Three of the sik wins cereto is the outstanding sophomore
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baskets that came at the right moment
hitwhat will again be a strong challenge the present trend of victories leans ently leading the team in seorimr,t.
YANKEE CONFERENCE
Tuesday evening in another importing at a 20 point per game clip. Gary
to the record and prestige. Uconn toward Maine.
STANDINGS
tant contest. the University of ConMoine will play a stronger Rhode Koenig. Ron Stenhouse. Tony Lasal.
will have revenge in their eyes as the
3-0
Maine
necticut sneaked past Rhode Island
and Stewart Schachter are the other
large university no doubt is still nurs- Island team this season as there are
3-0
Massachusetts
66-62. The Rams now have two
sophomores who are slsowing well so
ing her wounds from Saturday night. several lettermen and a strong sopho3-1
I-land
Rhode
losses
and three wins. The Huskies
far in the season. Rumor ha: it thatl
And as Coach Hugh Greer of the more group supporting the veterans.
3-2
Connecticut
have a record of 4-2.
three of last year's starters are sittingi
Huskies was heard to remark to Brian Rhode Island plays a schedule that is
1-3
Hampshire
New
on the bench, being replaced by sophMcCall. "We'll be waiting for you." one of the hest in the East and much
0-7
Vermont
Uconn's. Some of the omores who moved up from a freshSaturday night sees the Black Bears the same as
STATE SERIES
man team that had a 16-1 record and ,
annual
Yankee
the
besides
opponents
invade Kingston, Rhode Island for a
Maine
are Boston College, defeated the varsity during practice
game with the University of Rhode Conference foes.
Colby
Fordham. Holy scrimmages.
Island. At present Rhode Island has Brown. Dartmouth.
Bates
Rutgers. and , Both the Uconn and R.I. games 1
a 3-1 conference record. This season Cross. Providence.
Bowdon
should be very interesting and could
By Bob Stack
Rhode Island has a small team, hut Georgetown.
I he University of Maine Frosts
Ernie Calverley is still head coach
are very fast and employ the fast
basketball team picked up its eighth
break. Rhode Island has six letter- at Rhode Island and he has Tom
victory last Saturday night with an
men returning from the squad that Harrington. Barry Multon, Harry Edeasy 95-58 verdict over M.C.I. This
last season split with the Bears. monds. Jack Anderson. Don Brown,
was an impressive win for their new
Maine defeated R.I. at Orono last and Bill Holland back from last seacoach Dick Sturgeon, who recently
-eason 94-77, but lost at Kingston son. Harrington was the team's leadtook over the helm of the frosh.
s1.78. In past years the teams have ing scorer and was top scorer in the
In an earlier contest this year Maine
Ri-net 56 times with Maine defeating Yankee Conference also. Dave
! beat the Huskies 88-85 in an OVCI time
hafigame at Pittsfield.
Dave Pound, the sharp shooting lefty
from Stearns. led the frosh with 32
• infs. Pound came within two points
tying Skip Chappelle's old mark
14 points in a single contest. "Pud1,crtson hit for 22 points and Ted
islbetter ended up with a total of
points.
By Stan Allain
lhe frosh are now averaging 84.7
,nts per game to their opponents' 60
Five teams have maintained undefeated records in their reDave Pound pushed his average to
spective divisions in the non-fraternity basketball league. Newman,
18.6 for the season. He is followed
6-0; Hart 3. 4-0; Dunn 2, 4-0; Gannett I. 4-0; and Corbett 2 with
closely by "Pusl- Robertson 15.7 and
a 4-0 record are the teams that entered the play-offs.
Ted Leadbetter 12.1.
In the Fraternity league. which is
NATIONAL LEAGUE
two
are
there
divisions,
two
split into
MAINE SCOREBOARD
6-13
Phi Eta
undefeated teams left. In the AmenRESI. ITS: WEEK OF FEB.4
5-1
Phi Mu
can league. Lambda Chi has a 5-0
Feb.4
4-2
Sigma Chi
record, followed closely by Beta with
Connecticut 75, Vermont 69
3-3
Sigma No
4 wins and 1 loss. Over in the Na.. husetts 69, Rhode Island 66
3.3
Phi Kap
Urinal league. which appears to he the
Feb.6
1-5
SAE
stronger league, Phi Eta has a 5-0 rec75, Connecticut 74
Maine
1-5
TKE
ord to top Phi Mu's 5-1 mark.
Maine Frosh 95, Maine Central
1-5
Chi
Theta
The scores of league games played:
Institute 58
Alpha (',am. led by Laurie Caldwell.
NEXT WEEK: WEEK OF FEB. 11
AMERICAN LEAGUE
topped TEP. 87 to 32: while Phi Mu
Feb. 12
3-0
I.a nib& Chi
beat Phi Kap. 59 to 38. Phi Gam
Maine at Connecticut
4-1
Beta
forfeited a game to Beta. and Sigma
Feb. 13
1-2
Cam
Phi
Nil dropped SAE. 50 to 42. In a very
Maine at Rhode Island
3.3
tTO
.mportant game. Phi Eta heat Phi Mu.
Massachusetts at Rhode Island
3-3
Tan
Delta
If) to 49. Delta Tau. behind little Ron
Feb. 16
3-3
Sig
Kappa
Allen. belted Sig Ep. 58 to 40, while
Massachusetts at Connecticut
2-3
a game bots.orn Phi Eta Kappa
The above is intramural action f
Sig FP
Sigma Chi outscored Phi Kap. 47 to
Feb. 17
oser
Chapin:in
one
hooks
Bob
Eta's
Phi
Epsibin.
Alpha
1-4
Sigma
and
TF.P
44. Lambda Chi won over ATO. 72
Batrs at Bolsi-loin
the head of in CAE defender. Phi Eta won 77 to 29.
0-6
Alpha Cam
to 48.

C
ctornrs;
1 *a
.7e=iv 1../111 Ag.
UM
M
Rams Prep For Rampaging Bears

Pound, Robertson
Lead Bear Cubs

Intramural Play

Phi Eta, Lambda Chi Top
Frat Basketball Leagues

711E MAINE CAMPUS

NE Conference
Held Feb. 19-21

fA
Rea.
Preparing early for the novelty Mall events during Winter Carnival
Weekend are Betty Lunt, President Lloyd H. Elliott. and Steve
Could. Steve 1.:i!! he the judge of the President's tug-of-v,ar.

WORD Concert Hall 9:00-10:90 p.m.
Feb. 15-19

The annual Eastern New England
Conference, sponsored by the Student Christian Movement in New
England. will be held at the Rolling
Ridge Conference Center in North
Andover, Massachusetts, from February 19 through February 21, 1960.
This year the Conference Theme is
"Do I Make Any Difference'!" and
the conferees will consider such questions as: "Is there a necessary significance which the Christian faith has
for human individuals in the midst
of personal and social concerns?",
"Does the individual make any difference in the Church?"
Leaders of the conference include
Dr. Clarence Jordan, a founder and
the leader of the Koinonia Farm community in Americus, Georgia; a community of Christian persons who have
made a significant witness for nearly
two decades to problems such as
alcoholism, racial and religious prejudice, and agricultural improvement in
a small Georgia town. The Rev.
William McGinnis will be a Seminar
Leader.
Any student may attend and those
who are interested in going should
see Mr. McGinnis, Dave Robinson,
or any M.C.A. Executive. Registration must be completed by February
15th.

Orono, Maine February 11, 1960

Debaters Return From Harvard
Two Maine students have returned
from the Harvard Invitational Debate
Tournament at Cambridge, Massachusetts. The two debaters, Joyce Higgins and Dawn Daly. debated both
sides of the issue. Resolved: that
Congress should be given the power
to reverse decisions of the Supreme
Court.
At the tournament 79 colleges and
universities from 30 states, the University of Maine team debated
Augustana College, Augustana, South
Dakota: Dillard College, New Orleans, Louisiana; Morgan State College, Baltimore, Maryland; St. Peters
College, Jersey City, New Jersey;
Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts; University of Rhode Island,
Kingston, Rhode Island; U
\Icr.

chant Marine Academy, Kingspoint,
Long Island; City college of New
York. New York City.
Final results have not yet been obtained for the tournament.

Riflemen Select Sponsor
Four candidates have been chosen
for the title of "honorary sponsor" of
company M-I2 of the Pershing Rifles.
The candidates are: Celine Dumont,
Jean Gerrv. Sally Grindell, and Sally
Kennett. The winner will be announced at a formal dance to be held
later this sear.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Here It Is!
SHORETTE'S
Name The Beefburger
CONTEST

NIonday.Feb. 15—Beethoy en. Emperor Concerto
Tuesday, Feb. 16—Handel, Concerti Grossi
Wednesday, Feb. I7—Stravinsky, Capiricci
Thursday, Feb. 18—Brahms,Symphony .;.
-1 in C minor
Friday. Feb. 19—Rimsky.liorsakov, Scheherazade
The above are the featured works. There will be other works
on these shows to fill out the time. This semester WORO will attempt
to present the scope of Classical music from Baroque to Modern by
pinpointing important composers and their works. Wednesday evening
will spotlight 20th century composers.
out and sase

Father Meyers Speaks
(Continued from Page One)
agencies and communit,s centers in
the neighborhood and is on the Executive Committee of the Lower
East Side Neighborhood Association
(LENA). Father Myers is also Chairman of the LENA Youth Committee.
Tickets for the Brotherhood banquet, $.60 for students and $1.50 for
non-students, are on sale at the SRA
office.
Also included in the plans for
Brotherhood Week is a drive for
clothing and books, particularly unusable texts. for World Universit)
Service to distribute in Algeria and
Japan.

Keith Mahaney holds the individual scoring record at the University
of Maine with 902 total markers during his four years at Maine He also
oss ns the individual game scoring record with 39 points versus Bates during the '53-'54 season. Two years
later he equaled his own record with
39 points against Massachusetts.

IBM Seminar Open to
Faculty, Students, Public

WIN $25.00

The University Committee on Data
Processing Equipment will sponsor a
seminar on the Lie and Application
of Digital Computers presented by the
IBM personnel at 10:00 a.m. Friday.
February 12.
The presentation is one of general
education open to faculty, students.
and the general public.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Chi 0 Initiates Girls
Nellie Gushee. a sophomore. and
Jane Chapman, a senior, were initiated into Chi Omega sorority Sunday
afternoon. February 7.
The date for the initiation of the
pledge, taken in during rushing this
sear has been set for March 19.

Fill out a "Name It" Contest Blank at Shorette's between
January 29 and February 29, 1960.
Suggest a name for Shorettes Large Royal Charcoal Broiled
Beefburger.
Contest Blanks must he entirely filled out.
Mr. Ray Shorette will decide on which name he likes.
The winner will receive $25.00. mailed on March 1, 1960.
None of Mr. Ray Shorette's employes or relatives may enter
the Contest.
Help wanted—Waiters and Waitresses
apply: Shorette's. 17 Main St., Orono

Rave a real cigarette-have a CAMEL
Large line of
CREPE PAPER
and
sTRE AMERS
HARDWARE
& VARIETY

Mill

B

HhO
OUSE OF IIITs

After nearly 50 years without a
housemother, the members of Sigma
Nu recently voted to pet one sometime
this spring. Sigma Nu is the only
fraternity on the campus that has
never had a housemother.
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Big Double Feature

••RATTLE OF THE
CORAL SEA—
plus

The University of Maine Black
Bears tallied a total of 1,605 points
during the 1958-59 basketball season
to establish a new record in this department.
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CONTEST RULES

12th Annual Debate P ARK'S
Orono, Main,
Street
Tournament Held animmaimmemma
The twelfth Annual High School
Debate Tournament on the topic.
"Resolved: That the Federal Government should substantially increase its
regulation of labor unions, will take
place Friday and Saturday, February
12 and 13.
More than 25 high schools from
Maine. New Hampshire. and Massachusetts will participate. There will
tve eight rounds of elimination debate
during the two days of the tournament.

Ved. LX11 2265

"THE 30 FOOT BRIDE
OF CANDY ROCK"
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